Partial angle inversion recovery (PAIR) MR imaging: spin-echo and snapshot implementation.
The effects of varying the inversion or excitation RF pulse flip angles on image contrast and imaging time have been investigated in IR imaging theoretically, with phantoms and with normal volunteers. Signal intensity in an IR pulse sequence as a function of excitation, inversion and refocusing pulse flip angles was calculated from the solution to the Bloch equations and was utilized to determine the contrast behavior of a lesion/liver model. Theoretical and experimental results were consistent with each other. With the TI chosen to suppress the fat signal, optimization of the excitation pulse flip angle results in an increase in lesion/liver contrast or allows reduction in imaging time which, in turn, can be traded for an increased number of averages. This, in normal volunteers, improved spleen/liver contrast-to-noise ratio (9.0 vs. 5.7, n = 8, p less than 0.01) and suppressed respiratory ghosts by 33% (p less than 0.01). Reducing or increasing the inversion pulse from 180 degrees results in shorter TI needed to null the signal from the tissue of interest. Although this decreases the contrast-to-noise ratio, it can substantially increase the number of sections which can be imaged per given TR in conventional IR imaging or during breathold in the snapshot IR (turboFLASH) technique. Thus, the optimization of RF pulses is useful in obtaining faster IR images, increasing the contrast and/or increasing the number of imaging planes.